Today’s arsenal of excellent crop protection products offer an impressive array of weed control possibilities. Century’s hydraulic fold booms can help you make the most of their potential. Take a closer look—You can see it’s a Century!

Standard Features
• Full hydraulic fold. Spraying widths of 50 or 60 feet.
• Adaptable to both trailer or tractor three-point mounting.
• Shock absorber dampened self-leveling linkage.
• Self-leveling suspension delivers consistent tip to target distance for even application of chemicals.
• ¾-inch plumbing with Quick Tee Jet® nozzles and Century’s exclusive stainless steel nozzle brackets to help prevent nozzle damage.
• Up to 18° of wing tip lift to clear fences/terraces etc.
• Patented self-leveling lockout mechanism allows folding of one wing at a time and automatically stabilizes center frame during transport.
• 14-inch safety wheels and rub rail.

Available Options
• Spring cushioned trailer mounting package with 30-inch hydraulic lift.
• Spring cushioned tractor three-point mounting with park stands.
• Spring cushioned hydraulic height adjustment for three-point models.
• Safety lighting package.
• Foam marker mountings for three-point mounted units.
• Hydraulic hose packages.
• Triple outlet nozzles.
• "Fenceline" nozzle kit.

Rate Controllers
A quality sprayer deserves a quality control system. Choose between the optional Hiniker 8605 or 8160 automatic rate controllers or Spraying Systems® electric in-cab controls.

HD 1000 Series trailers with 1000 gallon tank and 50 or 60 ft hydraulic fold booms
• Standard trailers in 500 or 750 gallon sizes with manual or hydraulic folding booms
• 3-point mounted units
• Manual or hydraulic fold booms
• Automatic or manual rate controls

A Century to Remember . . . Quality Spray Equipment Since 1947
Quality, Selection & Convenience from Century

Standard Trailers

- Economical, versatile sprayers for smaller acreages.
- Available in 150 or 300 gallon sizes.
- Compatible with manual fold, self-leveling Century booms.
- All welded construction, with full-length tank saddles and park stands.
- Manual or electric controls, roller or centrifugal pumps.

3 Point Mount Units

- Heavy formed steel frames with all welded construction.
- Heavy walled, seamless poly tanks with full-length saddles.
- Roomy filling platform with handrail and convenient fold-up step.
- Pump-mounting platform, adjustable clevis hitch and safety chain.
- Choice of PTO or hydraulically-driven pumps.
- Choice of controls: manual, electric or automatic rate controller.
- Choice of walking tandem axles or single tall tires.
- Finished with fade/corrosion resistant high solids polyurethane.

Design with Reliability and Operator Convenience in Mind

Century’s HD Series Trailers are designed to be equipped with either 50 or 60 ft hydraulic fold booms. All sizes feature self-leveling spring cushioned suspension with Century’s patented self-leveling lock to allow individual wing lifting and folding.

- Rugged 2-inch x 6-inch all welded tubular frame complete with roomy filling platform with hand rail and a very user-friendly folding step.
- 1000 gallon poly tank with built-in baffles, 5 gallon hand wash tank, 16-inch flip-up manway and 2-inch quick fill plumbing.
- Full-length stainless steel sparger tube for thorough, but gentle agitation without solution foaming.
- Single axle “tall tire” wheel spacing adjustable from 64 to 144 inches, to match your row spacing requirements.

Choose from PTO or hydraulically-driven high-volume centrifugal pumps.

Rinse/flush system provides in-field tank/boom rinsing reducing exposure to hazardous chemicals. Permits diluted washate to be safely applied to fields. 100 gallon capacity for multiple rinsing.

Conveniently located control manifold provides easy access control of agitation, bypass and rinse functions.

Standard low maintenance 1-inch electric ball valves deliver high-volume, reliable boom control year after year. Century’s straightforward plumbing design adapts easily to either optional automatic rate controls or electric in-cab controls.

Optional hydraulic boom lift allows operator to change spray height on the go (30-inch stroke cylinder.)

Optional hydraulic wing lift system available for use in terraces etc.

Manual Fold

- Heavy gauge 1-1/4-inch square tubing trussed construction.
- Sizes from 21 to 50 feet.
- Self-leveling suspension standard on sizes 31 feet and larger.
- Compact fold for easy transport.
- Easily converted to three-point mounting (Cat II or III).
- 15/20/30-inch nozzle spacing with Quick Tee Jet® no-drip nozzles plumbed with 3/4-inch EPDM hose (31-foot and larger).
- Optional hydraulic wing lift system available for use in terraces etc.

Quality, Selection & Convenience from Century

HD Series Sprayers

- Heavy formed steel frames with all welded construction.
- Heavy walled, seamless poly tanks with full-length saddles.
- Roomy filling platform with handrail and convenient fold-up step.
- Pump-mounting platform, adjustable clevis hitch and safety chain.
- Choice of PTO or hydraulically-driven pumps.
- Choice of controls: manual, electric or automatic rate controller.
- Choice of walking tandem axles or single tall tires.
- Finished with fade/corrosion resistant high solids polyurethane.

Choose from PTO or hydraulically-driven high-volume centrifugal pumps.

14 gallon foam marker with in-cab control console provides high-volume, high-density foam at low cost.

Standard low maintenance 1-inch electric ball valves deliver high-volume, reliable boom control year after year. Century’s straightforward plumbing design adapts easily to either optional automatic rate controls or electric in-cab controls.

Conveniently located control manifold provides easy access control of agitation, bypass and rinse functions.

Optional hydraulic wing lift allows operator to change spray height on the go (30-inch stroke cylinder.)

Optional hydraulic wing lift system available for use in terraces etc.